:

Drop-in Study Skills Assistance

Location: Spangler 304
By Appointment: spencera@ohiodominican.edu
Or search “Learning Strategies” in Tutor Trac
Overwhelmed by reading amounts? Unsure how to start an assignment? Want to take better notes?
Looking for a way to organize information for more effective study and recall?
Then the Learning Lab is the place for you!
What is the Learning Lab?
The Learning Lab is about learning strategy—how to effectively approach and study any subject.
This service is intended to develop good general study habits. We can help you
Set learning goals
Identify and focus on key points
Get the most out of your textbook
Predict test questions
Improve your memory
Use study time more effectively
What to Expect?
1. Make an appointment using Tutor Trac or Come to Spangler 304 during LL drop in hours
(NOTE: Preference will be given to appointments. Search ARC / Learning Strategy)
Sign in
If the LL is busy, Take a number for assistance
2. Have a seat and take out your study materials
If the LL is busy, display your assistance number and begin working on your own
3. Consult with LL staff to determine how to most effectively approach your study task
A drop-in consultation with LL staff may take 5 to 15 minutes and will not
exceed ½ hour ; appointments are scheduled at 30 minutes intervals.
You are welcome to stay in the LL as you apply the learning strategies and to ask
subsequent questions in turn
What to bring:
Course syllabus
Course Text book
Assignment description
Class notes
Your efforts
What if I have content-specific questions?
For help understanding specific course-related concepts, we recommend:
 #1 resource is your professor; be sure to take advantage of office hours
 Make an appointment with an ARC content tutor
 Check out ARC online resources: www.ohiodominican.edu/arc

